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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a finite element model of a railway crossing
panel for use in multibody simulations (MBS). It is a two-layer track
model with rails and sleepers represented by beam elements that
use linear bushings for rail fastenings and non-linear bushings for
ballast. The model is calibrated and validated to measurement data
from a comprehensively instrumented switch and crossing demon-
strator installed in the Austrian railway network as a part of the
European research programme Shift2Rail. The validation concerns
the capability of the model to capture the structural response of
the crossing panel under traffic loading after calibration of physi-
cal track parameters to realistic values. The structural response is
measured in the form of displacements, strains, and sleeper-ballast
contact forces. It is shown that the developed model can repre-
sent the measured track responses well and that it was necessary
to account for a varying sleeper-ballast gap distribution along the
crossing transition sleeper to obtain good agreement. The calibra-
tion uses Latin hypercube samples to explore the parameter space in
a sensitivity analysis before a parameter optimisation is performed
using a gradient-based method on a response surface built from a
polyharmonic spline.
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Introduction

A so-called Whole System Model (WSM) for railway switches and crossings (S&Cs,
turnouts) is developed within the European research programme Shift2Rail and its
In2Track projects [1]. The objective is that this model should allow for a holistic
simulation-based assessment of S&C designs. In the WSM, dynamic interaction between
S&C and passing vehicles is considered along with the loading and deterioration of S&C
components over time. An iterative approach is applied where damage increments are
computed and accumulated in the model for increments of traffic loading. Given the vast
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differences in length and time scales involved in dynamic vehicle–track interaction com-
pared to long-term track degradation, it is not feasible for a single model to capture all
relevant aspects of long-term S&C deterioration and performance. The WSM is therefore
a framework that integrates state-of-the-art simulation tools and techniques.

While the literature contains several demonstrations of iterative schemes that compute
accumulated damage in S&C for switch panels [2], crossing panels [3,4] and ballast [5],
the WSM considers simultaneous deterioration in multiple damage modes allowing for
the study of interaction between damage mechanisms [6]. This makes theWSM useful for
the evaluation of different maintenance regimes in addition to design studies.

At the core of the WSM is a multibody simulation model for the evaluation of dynamic
vehicle–S&C interaction that generates the responses needed for damage calculations. The
first large-scale demonstration of the WSM scheme [6] used an MBS model with a co-
running track model from the S&C benchmark [7]. In such models, the track structure is
represented by a planar system of rigid bodies, springs and dampers that runs with each
wheelset. While being computationally efficient [8], this means that the physical response
of the track structure below the rails cannot be extracted without further postprocessing
steps or approximations. The purpose of the developments presented in this paper is there-
fore to introduce a structural finite element track model into the MBS model. The model
uses beam elements to represent rails and sleepers and bushing elements for rail fastenings
and support stiffness. The model is implemented into the commercial multibody systems
(MBS) software Simpack using substructure elements of the rail and sleeper bodies [9].
This type of modelling allows for the extraction of physical responses in the track structure
in the form of nodal displacements. These can in turn be used to compute the structural
loading in the form of loads in rails and sleepers due to bending, as well as sleeper-ballast
contact pressures.

There are several previous efforts demonstrating structural trackmodel representations
of S&Cs using similar modelling approaches [10–14]. The main additions of the present
model in terms of functionality are parameterised bi-linear stiffnesses to model a void
distribution between sleeper and ballast, and a postprocessing step to extract bending
moments and strains in rails and sleepers to quantify the structural loading. The model is
also parameterised and script-generated to allow for easy generation of S&Cs of different
sizes and properties.

Studies on the influence of voided (hanging) sleepers in S&C are not very common in
the literature. Previous studies include Ref. [15] where a finite element model was used to
investigate the effect of a completely voided sleeper. The influence of the stiffness vari-
ation along S&C was investigated in Ref. [16] and the influence of different assumed
ballast stiffness distributions under a sleeper in the crossing panel was investigated in
Ref. [17].

The developedmodel is calibrated tomeasurement data from a comprehensively instru-
mented S&C demonstrator. For a total of 23 sensors, the calibration evaluates the capability
of the model to capture the structural response in the crossing panel under traffic loading
in terms of rail and sleeper displacements and strains, as well as sleeper-ballast contact
pressure. There are many studies that report analysis of measured track responses from
crossing panels.Most of themhave used a single accelerometer [18–21], while there are also
examples with strain gauges [22], or both strain gauges and accelerometers [23]. Further,
there are studies where geophones have been used to measure displacement along a longer
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Figure 1. Pictures from the demonstrator test site taken by voestalpine Railway Systems GmbH. The
whole S&C seen from the switch panel side (left) and detail of the crossing panel (right). Through route
to the right and diverging route to the left in both pictures.

distance of the S&C [16]. In Ref. [24], geophones, accelerometers and strain gauges were
used tomeasure the structural response in a crossing panel under traffic loading. Out of the
studies found, only Ref. [24] has a similar level of instrumentation detail as in the present
study.

S&C design and installation

The studied S&C is a 60E1-500-1:12 demonstrator installed in the Austrian network as a
part of the In2Track projects that are part of the EU-sponsored Shift2Rail research pro-
gramme, see Figure 1. It is built from 60E1 rails and has a nominal radius of 500 m and
a turnout angle of 1:12. The S&C is located between Vienna and Liesing and is situated
in a track section with a radius of 3500m. The demonstrator features novel developments
compared to a standard design: it uses a soft rail fastening system, under sleeper pads,
a new crossing rail design and a sleeper design with a wider base towards the ends for
increased ballast support. The properties of the crossing panel are presented further in the
modelling section. The actual demonstrator is a left-hand S&C while the continued pre-
sentation will be mirrored to a right-hand S&C to match the modelling and simulation
environment.

Measurements

To evaluate the structural response of the crossing panel, data were recorded under con-
trolled traffic conditions with an ER20 locomotive running in the facing and trailingmoves
at 10, 60, 80 and 120 km/h in the through route, and at 60 km/h in the diverging route. The
measurement data used for the model calibration include a laser-scanned geometry of the
crossing nose and wing rails, and time histories of accelerations, strains and sleeper-ballast
contact pressures. To allow for an easier comparison to the simulationmodel, themeasured
accelerations were reconstructed to displacements using a frequency domainmethod [25].
The accuracy of this method has been validated on synthetic data, and it has been demon-
strated that it is able to capture individual displacement signatures stemming fromdifferent
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Figure 2. Sensor groups, locations and labels in the crossing panel. The sleeper-ballast contact pressure
sensors are mounted under the sleeper. The extent and centre of each sensor is indicated by the line
length and black square. The sleeper accelerometers and strain gauges are mounted on the top surface
of the sleepers, while the crossing sensors are mounted underneath the crossing rail.

measured crossing geometries [18]. Sleeper displacements relative to the ballast bed were
also measured at the demonstrator site using potentiometers. It could be observed that the
reconstructed sleeper displacements showed the same distribution of displacement mag-
nitudes along the sleeper as those from the potentiometers, but that their magnitudes were
larger. This is to be expected as the reconstructed displacements, at least in theory, mea-
sures with respect to an absolute zero level rather than the ballast bed that compresses
under the train load.

Instrumentation

The crossing panel instrumentation used for the model calibration is presented in Figure
2. As indicated by the legend, the sensors are divided into groups (A–F) based on type and
location. The densely instrumented sleeper lies under the crossing transition where the
passing wheels make the transition from wing rail to crossing nose and is thus the sleeper
that sees the greatest loading from the crossing impact. The sleeper accelerometers and
strain gauges are mounted on the top surface of the sleepers, while the crossing sensors
are mounted underneath the crossing rail close to the centre line. The sleeper accelerome-
ters measure only vertical movement while the crossing accelerometer measure in all three
directions. Only the vertical component is considered in the calibration, however.
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Figure 3. Sensor Sleeper in track (left) and individual sensor (right).

Figure 4. Illustration of the base of the Sensor Sleeper with overlayed example results for the six pres-
sure sensors for traffic in the through route. The sensor positions correspond to Figure 2 with sensors
fb1 − fb6 counted from right to left. Thebrighter the colour thehigher the contact pressure (black = zero
pressure).

The strain gauges are oriented in the lengthwise direction of each body to measure the
deformation due to vertical bending. The sampling rate is 2.4 kHz for these channels. The
centrally located sleeper accelerometer al2/t3 is technically part of sensor group C but has
an index for both longitudinal (l) and transversal (t) directions as these are of relevance
when studying the structural response both along and across the track.

The six sleeper-ballast contact pressure sensors forming a Sensor Sleeper [26] are
mounted under the sleeper (between the sleeper and the under sleeper pad). Each sen-
sor has the dimensions 0.48m× 0.21m (length×width) giving a contact area of 0.1 m2.
Each sensor consists of a grid of small pressure sensors with dimensions 4.7× 9.3mm for a
total of 2288 pixels per sensor. The sampling rate for these sensors is 100Hz. The extent and
centre of each sensor are indicated in Figure 2 by the line length and square, respectively.
Pictures of the installation in track and a single sensor are shown in Figure 3. A view of the
base of the full Sensor Sleeper with examples of pressure distribution results is presented
in Figure 4. The contact from individual ballast stones is clearly visible in the results.

During the controlled locomotive run tests, four (fb3to fb6) out of the six sleeper-ballast
sensors were recorded due to a temporary limitation in the number of measurement chan-
nels. Additional recordings for passages with a Taurus locomotive with similar axle load to
the ER20 were made the day after with sensors fb1to fb4 at 80 km/h. Comparing the results
for 80 and 120 km/h for the locomotive runs, it was concluded that the results were very
similar in terms of the overall shape (the quasi-static response) and for the sensors with
higher loads while the recordings at 120 km/h hadmore transient behaviour at lower loads.
The results from the second day were therefore assumed to be representative, and the data
from fb5 and fb6 in this dataset were added to the calibration set of data.
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Figure 5. Rail cross-sections for wing rail (right) and crossing nose (left) in the rail’s local coordinate
system.

Rail geometry

The crossing rail geometry was measured at several discrete cross-sections using a
CALIPRI laser scanning device [27]. The section spacing was 50mm in the transition area
of the crossing. The measured geometry has been trimmed of excessive data to only leave
the geometry relevant to represent the running surface, see Figure 5. In Simpack, the wing
rail and the crossing rail are implemented as separate wheel-rail contact definitions defined
by their measured discrete cross-sections. These 3D rail profile shapes are then generated
via longitudinal spline interpolation, while the running surface of the stock rails and check
rails are modelled using their nominal profiles.

Simulationmodel

For the present investigation, the MBS model consists of a 1
2 vehicle model, i.e. a bogie

with half of the car body mass on top, and a finite element model representation of the
crossing panel, see Figure 6. The vehicle and track models are truncated to save compu-
tational effort as the crossing transition is the primary focus. Here the length of the track
model is 22m. In Ref. [25], a convergence study was performed for a similar simulation
case and it was shown that this track model length is sufficient and does not have any sig-
nificant influence from the rail boundaries at the crossing transition. Themodel is initiated
by finding the static equilibrium for each evaluated track configuration before the start of
the time-domain simulation.

Trackmodel

The track model is a two-layer finite element model where rails and sleepers are mod-
elled with Timoshenko beam elements. The rail fastenings are represented with linear
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Figure 6. Illustration of crossing panel with bogie train model. Blue lines represent the track structure
in the form of rails and sleepers. Red lines indicate check rails.

Kelvin bushing elements consisting of linear springs and dampers. The ballast and sub-
grade are represented by bi-linear springs in the vertical direction to represent potential
voids between ballast and sleeper. The damping is modelled using linear viscoelasticity
and is therefore active also when there is a gap. The track model of the crossing panel is
implemented in the MBS code Simpack [28] using its non-linear flextrack module. The
track model is generated using aMatlab [29] script that generates the necessary input bod-
ies, bushing elements and track definition (.ftr) file for Simpack. This section will describe
first themodelling of the rail and sleeper bodies, and then their assembly into a full crossing
panel using force elements.

Rail and sleeper bodies
The finite element rail and sleeper bodies with a Timoshenko beam element discretiza-
tion are first generated in the FE-program Abaqus [30] format (element type B31), and
then condensed to substructures by employing theCraig–Bampton (CB) reduction scheme
using the Abaqus ∗Substructure Generate command to meet the requirements of the non-
linear flextrack module. A short summary of the aspects of the CBmethod of relevance for
the paperwill be given here. For full details, see Ref. [31] or a textbook such as Ref. [32]. The
CB reduction starts from the undamped equations of motion for a body or substructure

Mü + Ku = f (1)

whereM is the mass matrix, K the stiffness matrix, u the displacement field vector and f is
the vector of external nodal forces. The number of degrees of freedom (dofs) are reduced

by first dividing u into a partition u =
[

uR
uI

]
where uR are the retained or boundary

degrees of freedom and uI are the internal degrees of freedomwhere no external forces are
acting. By doing so a relationship between u and a reduced set of dofs p can be established
via a transformation matrix T, where the internal degrees of freedom uI are written as a
function of the coordinate vector p via a superposition of constraint modes and normal
modes. The constraint modes are derived by applying a static unit displacement for each
of the retained degrees of freedom while keeping the remaining retained dofs fixed. The
normal modes are found by solving the eigenvalue problem when all retained degrees of
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Figure 7. Body types (substructures) and coordinate systems in the crossing panel. The z-axis is positive
downwards.

freedom are fixed. In matrix form, the transformation is written as

u =
[
uR
uI

]
=

[
I 0

ΦC �N

] [
pR
pN

]
= Tp (2)

whereΦC is a matrix where the columns are the constraint modes, and pR are the retained
dofs that are thus identical to uR. ΦN is a matrix where the columns are a set of selected
normal modes and pN are generalised modal coordinates. It is up to the user to choose
what number of normal modes should be used in the reduction. In Simpack’s non-linear
flextrack module, only the constraint modes are retained [9], which makes ΦN empty and
reduces the transformation relation to

u = TCp =
[

I
ΦC

]
p (3)

This relationship will be used to transform the result outputs for the retained dofs to the
full set of dofs for each substructure in the postprocessing of loading for individual rail and
sleeper bodies. The reduced system of equations is then obtained by inserting Equation (3)
into Equation (1), and multiplying with the transpose of TC from the left to obtain

M̂p̈ + K̂p = TT
Cf

where M̂ = TT
CMTC and K̂ = TT

CKTC (4)

The assembled structure and the different body types are presented in Figure 7. The
crossing panel model consists of 38 sleeper and 13 rail substructures. Each sleeper is an
individual substructure, while the rail substructures are assembled into continuous rails
plus check rails when the model is imported into Simpack. The crossing panel rails are
split into three longitudinal segments. There are four pieces of standard rail before the
crossing, three along the distance occupied by the crossing (one crossing rail and two stan-
dard rails) and four after the crossing. In addition, there are two check rails that do not
follow this division. This modular approachmakes it easy to generate bodies with different
discretization. In this case the discretization is finer for the crossing rail and the sleepers at
the crossing transition. The details of the body properties and discretization are given in
Table 1 and Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Variation in areamoment of inertia for bending in the vertical plane (upper) and cross-section
area (lower) for the crossing rail normalised by the constant properties of a 60E1 rail. Higher values
correspond to sleeper locations.

The degree of freedom settings for rail and sleepers in Table 1 report the dofs that are
retained in the substructure generation (pR) and those that are locked and thus reduced
from the equations of motion. The remaining dofs are internal and are recovered using
Equation (3). For the rails, for example, the lateral and vertical degrees of freedom are
retained while the displacement and rotation along the lengthwise direction are locked.
Nodal rotations due to bending in the vertical and horizontal planes are internal except
where they are needed for coupling between substructures and thus retained.

The variation in mass-moment of inertia and cross-section area for the crossing rail are
presented in Figure 8. The locations where the crossing is stiffer and heavier correspond to
the sleeper mounting positions. The properties have been computed from a CADmodel of
the crossing with a 50mm spacing between the evaluated cross-sections. This lengthwise
variation in properties is accounted for in the model.

The sleepers in the crossing panel have a wider base for 1m in length towards each
end of the sleeper. The bottom width is then 0.35 instead of 0.3 m. The slight increase in
cross-section bending stiffness and area (∼8%) in this region is accounted for in themodel.

Compared to the physical demonstrator, the model has several simplifications to ease
modelling and reduce simulation costs. The sleepers are assumed to be perfectly orthog-
onal to the through route. In practice, they have a slight rotation with respect to the track
centre line as a compromise between the through and diverging routes. The crossing rail
beam elements are assumed to be perfectly parallel with the through route such that the
lateral dofs of the beam elements are orthogonal to the through route. In the demonstra-
tor, the long sleepers are split into two for the last sleepers in Figure 7 (i.e. beyond 45 m).
Excluding this detail in the model is deemed an acceptable simplification as the focus lies
on the crossing transition.

While the S&C demonstrator is located in a large radius curve that gives a radius of
3500m for the through route, it is heremodelled as a standard S&Cwith a straight-through
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Table 1. Track body properties:m is mass permetre length, I areamoment of inertia, K transversal shear
factor for Timoshenko beams, E Young’s modulus and ν Poisson’s ratio. The properties are given in coor-
dinate systems with the same orientation as the track coordinate system (x longitudinal, y lateral and z
vertical).

Body Nominal values

60E1 rail m60E1 = 60kg/m
Iyy,60E1 = 30.3e − 6m4

Izz,60E1 = 5.1e − 6m4

Kshear,60E1 = 0.4 [33]
E = 210GPa, ν = 0.3

Crossing rail (average properties, see
Figure 8 for details)

m̄cr = 3.9m60E1
Īyy,cr = 2.4Iyy,60E1
Īzz,cr = 54Izz,60E1
K̄shear,cr = 0.6

Check rail mch = 40kg/m
Iyy,ch = 4.2e − 6m4

Izz,ch = 2.8e − 6m4

Kshear,ch = 0.4
Sleepers msl = 160kg/ma

Iyy,sl = 2.6e − 4m4a

Kshear,sl = 0.82b

E = 40GPa, ν = 0.2
Discretization and substructure
settings for rails

FE beam element length is 0.075m. Distance between retained nodes
is 0.15m for the crossing rail and 0.6m for all other rails

Retained nodal dofs: y and z translation for all nodes and y and z
rotation at the end nodes for coupling
Locked nodal dofs: x translation and x rotation

Discretization and substructure
settings for sleepers

FE beam element length is maximum 0.2m under the crossing rail and
maximum 0.3m away from the crossing rail. Each sleeper has 13–14
retained nodes along the crossing rail and 9–11 retained nodes
away from the crossing rail depending on sleeper length

Retained nodal dofs: z translation for all nodes and x rotation for check
rail attachment nodes
Locked nodal dofs: x translation and y and z rotations

aProperties for nominal section. These are about 8% higher for 1 m of length towards each sleeper end.
bTrapezoidal cross-section.

route. At 120 km/h in a 3500m curve with zero cant, a train will experience an average
acceleration of 0.3m/s2. This would entail an increase in vertical wheel loads of a few per
cent for the wheels going over the crossing transition, and a corresponding reduction on
the stock rail. It would also entail a nominal lateral shift of the bogie by a few mm. Given
that the expected error stemming from this model simplification is small, it was deemed
justified as it simplifies the modelling significantly.

Force elements
The distribution of rail fastening and under sleeper pad (USP) stiffnesses based on their
nominal properties are presented in Figure 9. The nominal ballast bedmodulus and damp-
ing properties for all force elements are given in Table 2. These values are inspired by the
calibrated properties from Ref. [18] where the ballast properties have been translated from
line properties using a sleeper width of 0.3 m. The support stiffness is obtained by account-
ing for the ballast and USP stiffnesses in series while a single combined damping modulus
is used to represent the damping in the ballast and USP layers.

The rail fastenings are modelled using linear Kelvin bushing elements. The ballast stiff-
ness is modelled using bi-linear bushing elements in the vertical direction as follows. For
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Figure 9. Illustration of vertical stiffness distribution for under sleeper pads (USP) and rail fastenings in
the crossing panel.

Table 2. Nominal ballast bedmodulus anddampingproperties for elements
in Figure 9.

Parameter Nominal Value

Ballast bed modulus Kb = 67 kN/mm per m2

Combined (support) ballast bed and USP damping modulus Cs = 167 Ns/mm per m2

Damping for 25 kN/mm rail fastening cp,25 = 5 Ns/mm
Damping for 50 kN/mm rail fastening cp,50 = 10 Ns/mm

each sleeper, the vertical force Fi in each ballast bushing element is computed as

Fi = ks,i〈ui − gi〉 + cs,iu̇i (5)

where ks,i is the support stiffness and cs,i the support damping, ui the vertical sleeper dis-
placement and gi the gap at node i. The presentation is given for a single sleeper to avoid
excessive indexing with sleeper number unless required. 〈〉 is theMacaulay bracket defined
as 〈x − a〉 = 1

2 (x − a)+ 1
2 |x − a|. TheMacaulay bracket is thus a ramp function that gives

0 for a ≥ x and x − a for x > a. The support stiffness is computed using theory for springs
in series accounting for the contribution from ballast stiffness and USP stiffness as

ks,i = kb,ikusp,i
kb,i + kusp,i

(6)

The ballast and USP stiffnesses for each bushing element are computed based on the
sleeper surface area it represents. First, the ballast stiffnesses are computed from the ballast
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modulus Kb as

kb,1 = KbA1 = Kb
w(y1)(y2 − y1)

2
, for i = 1

kb,i = KbAi = Kb
w(yi)(yi+1 − yi−1)

2
, 2 ≤ i ≤ Nr − 1

kb,Nr = KbANr = Kb
w(yNr)(yNr − yNr−1)

2
, for i = Nr (7)

where y is the position along the sleeper,w(y) is the width of the sleeper at this position and
Nr the number of nodes for sleeper r. The representative areaAi for each bushing element is
thus an average of the sleeper base areas between the present node and the adjacent nodes
on each side. The fact that the sleeper end nodes only have a contact area on one side and
should have a reduced stiffness is accounted for by the special cases for i = 1 and Nr. The
USP contributions kusp,i are computed analogously to kb,i from the USP modulus Kusp(y)
that can vary along the sleeper according to Figure 9. The cs,i, which represents damping
fromballast andUSP, are computed analogously to kb,i from the support dampingmodulus
Cs.

In addition to the discrete damping provided by the bushing elements, the Simpack
non-linear flextrack module allows for Rayleigh structural damping to be added to each
flexible body. This damping was introduced to represent structural damping in the bodies
themselves and to compensate for the lack of rotational damping from the rail fastenings as
only translational dofs are included in the model. The Rayleigh damping coefficients were
computed to give 1% of structural damping at 1 and 500Hz, which is the frequency range
of primary interest for the model. Due to the nature of Rayleigh damping it will be lower
than 1% between those two boundary frequencies [32].

Sensor outputs

To compare the simulated and measured track responses, sensor signals from the sim-
ulations corresponding to the measured signals need to be computed. While the nodal
displacements and hence the track displacement are readily available simulation outputs,
the sleeper-ballast contact pressure and strains need to be computed in a postprocessing
step.

Sleeper-ballast contact forces
The sleeper-ballast contact force at each sensor is computed as follows. From the bushing
forces, the average sleeper-ballast contact pressure for the sleeper contact area represented
by each bushing element is computed according to

σi = Fi
Ai

(8)

with Fi and Ai computed according to Equations (5) and (7). The sleeper-ballast contact
pressure σ(y) is assumed to vary linearly between the discrete bushing locations and can
therefore be written as a superposition of σi values multiplied by basis functions βi along
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the length of each sleeper as

σ(y) =
Nr∑
i=1

σiβi(y) (9)

The βi are linear triangular basis functions that are equal to one at node i and zero at nodes
i − 1 and i + 1. The force at each pressure sensor k is computed from the pressure dis-
tribution via knowledge of the centre location yk and the length (a) and width (b) of the
sensor

Fk = b

yk+a/2∫
yk−a/2

σ(y)dy (10)

The integral is computed numerically using a trapezoidal integration scheme with 10
intervals along each sensor.

Strains
The strain outputs are computed via the bending moments of the bodies, which in turn
are estimated via the beam element properties and the displacement field of each body.
Taking the nodal displacements for each body and substructure, the full displacement and
acceleration fields are recovered using the bodies’ coordinate transformation matrix TC.
The element matrices are exported from Abaqus and are reduced to only consider defor-
mations in the vertical plane (z displacements and y and x rotations for rails and sleepers,
respectively). Having extracted the relevant dof results, the nodal forces and torques can
be computed directly from the element properties as

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

Fi
Mi
Fi+1
Mi+1

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ = M̃i

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

üz,i
ψ̈i

üz,i+1
ψ̈i+1

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ + K̃ i

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

uz,i
ψi

uz,i+1
ψi+1

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ (11)

where Fi andMi are the nodal forces and moments, respectively, while M̃i and K̃ i are the
reduced element stiffness and mass matrices for element i. The inertia contribution to the
results is very small compared to the stiffness contribution and can be omitted. There is
no damping in the element formulation. As there are no external moments acting on the
nodes of relevance for the present investigations, the bending moments are continuous in
the regions of interest.

The bending strains are then computed from the nodal moments. For a Timoshenko
beam, the change in cross-section rotation ϕ along the beam coordinate (x for crossing, y
for sleeper) is related to the bending moment as [34]

∂ϕ

∂x
(x) = −M(x)

EI(x)
(12)

The surface strain of the crossing rail or sleeper at discrete sensor locations is then
computed as [34]

εxx,k = ∂ϕ

∂x
(xk)zk (13)
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where zk is the vertical distance from sensor k to the centre of mass of the cross-section at
sensor location k. In the model, the sensor locations correspond to nodal locations so the
strains can be computed directly from the nodal cross-section moments.

For a simply supported beam with different combinations of forces and moments
applied, it has been verified that the bending moment recovery method is in perfect agree-
ment with the analytical bending moment. For representative rail and sleeper bodies, it
has also been verified that the substructure behaviour agrees with analytical beam theory
in terms of deflection under load and for the first eigenfrequency.

Vehiclemodel

To represent the traffic load, the 1
2 vehicle model based on the Manchester benchmark

passenger vehicle [35] was adjusted to correspond to the ER20 locomotive axle load (20
tonnes) and bogie wheelbase (2.7m). The vertical suspension properties were adjusted in
proportion to the increase in car bodymass to maintain resonance frequencies. A nominal
S1002 wheel profile was used in the simulations.

Model calibration

The model calibration was performed for the 120 km/h locomotive run in the facing move
of the through route. Then the validity of the calibration was verified using data from
other speeds. The model calibration was performed in three steps. Firstly, an initial com-
parison was made between measurements and simulations to assess the areas where the
model was inadequate. This was followed by a model parameterisation and sensitivity
analysis to screen the influence of the different parameters. Finally, a calibration was per-
formed by minimising the discrepancy between simulated and measured responses using
an optimisation algorithm operating on a response surface description of the objective
function.

Initial comparison of results

The model calibration started with a comparison between measurements and the nominal
model setting with input data according to the track model section. In this comparison,
good agreement was observed for the sensors at the crossing transition while there were
greater discrepancies for the sensors towards the loaded stock rail. Figure 10 presents the
vertical displacement of the crossing rail at the crossing transition (sensor ac1), and the
corresponding displacement for the point on the sleeper underneath the crossing transi-
tion (sensor al2/t3), see Figure 2 for sensor locations. It can be observed that the simulated
displacement signatures agree well with themeasured ones. Themost significant difference
is that the transient peaks at the crossing transitions are underestimated in the simulation
model. Possible sources for this discrepancy that are unknown from the tests are differences
in wheel profile and lateral contact position of the passing wheelset, and track irregularities
that could give a different excitation at the crossing transition.

Figure 11 presents the sleeper deformation at the time of peak vertical displacement
in measurement and simulation. It is observed that the simulation model predicts more
sleeper rotation and less sleeper bending, and thus also a different sleeper bendingmoment
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Figure 10. Comparison of measured and simulated vertical displacements at the crossing transition for
crossing rail (ac1) and sleeper (al2/t3). Themeasureddisplacements are reconstructed fromaccelerations.

Figure 11. Deformation of the crossing transition sleeper in measurement and simulation at peak dis-
placement. The measured displacements are reconstructed from accelerations. See Figure 2 for sensor
locations.

distribution. The simulated behaviour with a predominately tilting sleeper is as expected
for an S&C on a uniform ballast bed as previously reported in e.g. Ref. [36]. The discrep-
ancy appears to be due to uneven ballast stiffness distribution under the sleeper at the
installation site. This observation is also supported by themeasured sleeper-ballast contact
pressures that were low underneath the crossing. A snapshot of the sleeper-ballast con-
tact pressures under load can be observed in Figure 4, while time histories are reported in
the Results section, see Figure 21. The subsequent calibration therefore concerns the void
distribution under the crossing transition sleeper, the global ballast stiffness, and the rail
fastening stiffness as these are the track properties with the greatest uncertainties compared
to the rail and sleeper bodies.
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Figure 12. Ballast parameterisation domains in the crossing panel.

Figure 13. Detail of ballast gap parameterisation. The ballast gap distribution is described by a piece-
wise linear function determined by six gap variables gp at the shown locations. The gap distribution in
the figure is arbitrary for illustration purposes.

Model parameterisation

The ballast and rail fastening stiffnesses are parameterised in the model. The ballast was
parameterised using local parameters for gaps gp under the sleeper at the crossing tran-
sition and one global ballast stiffness scaling parameter for the whole track model (h1).
The two rail fastening stiffnesses, see Figure 9, are parameterised by a stiffness scaling
parameter (h2). The parameters are gathered in the vector h. An overview of the ballast
parameterisation is given in Figure 12. The void parameter distribution is presented in
Figure 13.
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Table 3. Ballast and rail fastening stiffness in the calibration process.

Parameter
Range in sensitivity

analysis
Range in
calibration Calibrated value

Ballast stiffness scaling h1 0.5–2.5 1.5–2.5 1.79 (equivalent to a bed modulus of
120MPa/m2)

Rail fastening stiffness scaling h2 0.75–2.5 1–1.6 1.23 (equivalent to a rail fastening
stiffness of 30.75 kN/mm)

Objective function

The agreement between measured and simulated signals is quantified by computing the
root mean square (RMS) value of the difference between the signals at each measurement
point and then normalising by the RMS of the sum of signals in each sensor group. For a
studied bogie passage, let sgk be the vector of values recorded for sensor number k in sensor
group g. The sensor groups are illustrated in Figure 2. Let ŝg be the sum of signals sgk for
each sensor group withNg sensors. The agreement betweenmeasurements and simulation
for each sensor can then be computed as

pgk = rms(sgk,mea − sgk,sim)
rms(ŝg, mea)

(14)

The objective function Pmeasuring the overall goodness of fit is then computed as

P =
g=F∑
g=A

Ng∑
k=1

wgpgk (15)

where sim and mea correspond to simulation and measurement, respectively and wg are
scaling factors for each sensor group. In the analysis all wg were set equal to one except
for wC that was increased to four in the calibration step. The motivation for this is given
in the calibration section. The compared signals have been shifted in time to overlap and
interpolated to have the same time discretization.

Sensitivity analysis

A sensitivity analysis was performed to verify that (1) all parameters are identifiable in the
sense that they have a significant and unique influence on the structural response, and (2)
to identify the parameter region of interest for a more precise calibration.

The analysis was performed by generating a set of Latin Hypercube Samples (LHS) [37]
consisting of 500 parameter sets where each set is a randomised combination of parameter
values drawn from the defined parameter ranges. The size of the LHS sample is motivated
by the high dimensionality of the problem with eight parameters. Each parameter set con-
stitutes the input to one simulation run that gives the crossing panel sensor response for
the given parameter setting. The parameter ranges are given in Table 3 and Figure 15. The
discrepancy between measurement and simulation according to Equations (14) and (15)
was computed for all 500 runs.

From the sensitivity analysis, by studying correlation plots between the parameters and
objectives, it was concluded that the global ballast stiffness was themost influential param-
eter. It was also concluded that all parameters had a significant influence on the objectives
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Figure 14. Objective function values pCk comparing measured and simulated displacements for sen-
sor group C (sleeper accelerometers along the crossing) as a function of the ballast stiffness scaling
parameter h1. The measured displacements are reconstructed from accelerations.

even though the influence of g6 was minor as it represents the ballast gap far out on the
unloaded side of the track. Figure 14 presents pCk for the sleeper-mounted accelerometers
underneath the crossing rail as a function of the global ballast stiffness. Each circle corre-
sponds to one LHS sample and simulation. It can be observed that the response for sensor
al2/t3 (pC2) has greater variability due to the variability in the six gap parameters, while the
influence of global ballast stiffness on the other sensors is more distinct.

Calibration

Based on the results from the sensitivity study, the parameter ranges were reduced for the
calibration step according to Table 3 and Figure 15. The range for the global ballast stiffness
was determined from the responses of pC1 and pC3 in Figure 14 as they are adjacent to the
instrumented sleeper, while the range for the other parameters was determined from the 10
runs with the lowest global objective in the chosen range of global ballast stiffness scaling.
The lower end of the range for ballast gap g5 was extended to negative values compared to
the sensitivity study as all of the best solutions were found close to the zero boundary. A
negative gap value would correspond to a local elevation in the ballast layer at that point
giving a pre-load in the ballast bushing element at zero displacement. The calibration step
was performed by first evaluating a new LHS sample of 500 runs with the narrower param-
eter band. In addition, all boundary points on the parameter ranges were evaluated giving
28 = 256 additional runs for a total of 756.

Then a response surface described by a polyharmonic spline denoted P̂(hm) was fit-
ted to the simulated objective function values P(hm) using the software library [38].
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Figure 15. Ballast gap parameter ranges in different steps of the calibration.

Figure 16. Influence on P̂ from individual ballast gap parameters around the global optimum.
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Figure 17. Influence on P̂ from individual stiffness scaling parameters around the global optimum.

Polyharmonic splines are particularly well suited to fit functions of higher dimensionality
but require good resolution on the parameter boundaries [39].

The accuracy of the response surface fit was evaluated by fitting the spline to subsets
of all runs and then use the remaining runs as a validation set. For this analysis, 75 ran-
dom samples of 75 runs each were removed from the full pool of 756 runs, whereafter the
response surface was fitted to the remaining 681 results. The average difference between
P(hm) and P̂(hm) for the remaining 75 parameter settings in the validation set was within
1%, while the maximum difference considering all the evaluated combinations of response
surface and validation sets was 5.5%. These results indicate that the response surface rep-
resented the objective function very well and that the calibration could be performed
using the response surface, thus alleviating the need to perform further simulations in the
calibration process.

A gradient-based optimisation method in the form of fmincon in Matlab R2021 [29],
using the interior-point algorithm, was applied to find the minimum of the objective func-
tion as described by the response surface. Given the low computational effort to evaluate
the response surface, 1000 randomised starts on the parameter space were used in the eval-
uation and the lowest optimum found among these repeated optimisations is assumed to be
the global optimum. During initial optimisation trials, it was found that increased weight
was needed for sensor group C (sleeper accelerometers along the crossing). Due to the
large number of sensors along the crossing transition sleeper and the correspondingweight
given to these responses in the objective function, optima were found where these sensors
had a good agreement at the compromise of sensor group C where sensors al1, al3 and al4
are the best independent measures of the global ballast stiffness. Therefore, a weight factor
of wC = 4 was chosen to ensure that the sleeper displacements in sensor group C are in
good agreement with measurements and that a realistic global ballast stiffness is obtained.

The final objective function is presumed to be convex as all starts converged to the same
optimumwhich is then assumed to be the global optimum. The calibrated parameter set is
found in Table 3 and Figure 15. It can be observed that the calibrated values are well inside
the intervals of the reduced parameter ranges. This suggests that the parameter range was
generous enough to not exclude any optima.

The sensitivity of the objective function P̂ around the global optimum was evaluated
for one parameter at a time. The results are presented Figure 16 for the ballast gaps and in
Figure 17 for the stiffness scaling parameters. The ballast gaps are plotted for ±0.25mm
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Figure 18. Displacements and strains for the sleeper at the crossing transition. Results from measure-
ments and from nominal and calibrated models. See Figure 2 for sensor locations.

around the optimum and the stiffness scaling parameters for ±20%. It can be observed
among the ballast gap parameters that g5 has the greatest sensitivity and g6 the lowest.

Results

In the following, sensor responses from measurements and simulations with nominal and
calibrated models are plotted. Figure 18 presents displacements and strains for the densely
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Figure 19. Displacements for sleepers along the crossing rail. Results from measurements and from
nominal and calibrated models. See Figure 2 for sensor locations.

Figure 20. Displacements for sensors al2 and ac to compare sleeper and crossing rail displacement at
the crossing transition. Results frommeasurements and from nominal and calibratedmodels. See Figure
2 for sensor locations.

instrumented sleeper under the crossing transition. It can be observed that the calibra-
tion has significantly improved the agreement for the strains. In particular, this is true for
sensor es2 where the tension in the upper surface of the sleeper has changed to the com-
pression observed in the measurements. The displacements on the other hand have not
improved and are even slightly worse for some channels. Figure 19 presents the sleeper
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Figure 21. Crossing rail strains. Results from measurements and from nominal and calibrated models.
See Figure 2 for sensor locations.

displacements along the crossing. For these signals, the agreement was good from the start
and no significant changes have been made from the calibration.

The crossing rail and sleeper displacements at the crossing transition are compared in
Figure 20, while the crossing strains are presented in Figure 21. For these results, the nom-
inal and calibrated models are similar as well and close to the measured. To summarise,
the calibration for the crossing and sleeper displacements and strains has primarily given
a better agreement for the sleeper strains, while the remaining channels remain about the
same. The most significant difference between nominal and calibrated models can be seen
for the sleeper-ballast contact pressure in Figure 22. The calibrated model has much better
agreement, and in particular for force sensors 3 and 4 close to the crossing transition. By
evaluating the sumof all ballast force signals, it can also be concluded that the instrumented
sleeper under the crossing transition carries less total load at the sensor locations on the
voided ballast bed compared to the results that would be expected if the ballast properties
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Figure 22. Sleeper-ballast contact forces. Results frommeasurements and from nominal and calibrated
models. See Figure 2 for sensor locations.

were uniform. The distribution of sleeper-ballast contact forces is in good physical agree-
ment with the changes in sleeper strain from the nominal to the calibratedmodel given that
beam theory would predict this change with a weaker support at the centre of the track.

While the calibration significantly improved the agreement between measurement and
simulation, good agreement was not found for all signals, primarily for the sleeper dis-
placement towards the loaded stock rail. The reasons for this are not fully understood and
there are several factors that could contribute to what appears to be either an inconsistency
or lack of information from the measurement data, or an insufficient parameterisation of
the model to meet all measured signals.

One reason could be that the ballast support conditions are not fully known even though
the sleeper was densely instrumented. The sensors cover 45% of the bottom surface and it
has been assumed that this part of the sleeper surface is representative for the full sleeper. It
is also assumed that the gap distribution between sleeper and ballast can be described with
a piecewise linear function determined by six parameters. The measured displacements
also have a level of uncertainty as they are reconstructed from measured accelerations.
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Even though they showed good qualitative agreement with potentiometer measurements
relative to the ballast bed, the absolute level of displacement has some uncertainty.

To evaluate the robustness of the calibrated model, it was simulated for, and compared
to, the measurement results for 60 and 80 km/h. It was found that the goodness of fit was
still good as the objective function values were of similar magnitudes.

Summary and conclusions

A structural track model of a crossing panel for implementation in MBS simulations has
been presented. The model accounts for the flexibility of rails and sleepers and bi-linear
ballast stiffness at selected sleepers. In addition to the model, postprocessing steps have
been developed for the extraction of the structural loading in terms of bending moments
and sleeper-ballast contact pressures.

The model has been validated via calibration to measurement data from a comprehen-
sively instrumented S&C demonstrator. It was shown that the presented MBS model can
represent the dynamic structural response well after calibration of physical ballast and
rail fastening parameters. Even though only one crossing panel has been studied here, it
demonstrates how uneven the ballast support conditions can be and that this influences the
structural loading. It was necessary to introduce a position-dependent ballast gap function
to obtain good agreement between measurement and simulations. While the calibration
significantly improved the agreement between measurement and simulations, it was not
possible to obtain full agreement for all signals, primarily for the sleeper displacements
towards the loaded stock rail. The exact reason for this has not been identified and remains
a topic for further studies.

The calibration procedure using LHS samples to explore the parameter space, and a
final calibration based on a gradient-basedmethod on a polyharmonic spline fit to the LHS
responses, worked well. The calibration optimisation problemwas found to be smooth and
predominately convex.
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